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ABSTRACT

Remote maintenance and repair within nuclear environments

have become more demanding of remote manipulation equipment in the last

few years. A deficiency exists in the array of tools available for

dexterous operations of loads in the 180-kg range. The development of a

manipulation system with enhanced operator controls is discussed. This

system is a six-degree-of-freedom manipulator with bilateral servo control.

It is to be attached to a mobile support boom in order to operate through-

out the nuclear cell. The manipulator is intended to work in conjunction

with light duty servomanipulators, overhead crane systems, and through-the-

wall mechanical master slaves.

*Research sponsored by the Nuclear Power Development Division,
U. S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with Union
Carbide Corporation.



RIGID HOIST ARTICULATED GRAPPLE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
FOR ENHANCED REMOTE MAINTENANCE

Background

In recent years there has been a trend towards increasing

remote operations and maintenance in nuclear hot cells and processing

plants. This trend is being driven by radiation level goals set by ALARA

and potential reduction in allowable radiation exposure for personnel.

In several cases, a decision to design facilities for totally remote

operations and maintenance has been made. Because of this decision,

more complex and difficult tasks are required to be performed by remote

maintenance equipment. More efficient remote manipulation equipment must

be developed. Efforts reported here have been directed at the development

of a manipulation system with high lift capability, large working space

envelopes, and improved operator controls.

Systems which are currently being used for maintenance and

repair in totally remote environments include overhead cranes, rate-

controlled power manipulators, bridge/carriage/telescopitig boom systems,

wall-mounted mobile trolley systems, and through-the-wall master/slave

manipulators. This array of equipment has been successfully used in a

number of facilities. However in order to perform operations with this

system, large numbers of specially designed tools, which are dedicated

to very specific tasks, must be used. Efficient operation of this form of

maintenance system also requires the use of operators with a high level of

training and experience. Overall time required for maintenance and repair

can become very large for tasks which involve careful positioning,

dexterous manipulation, and materials transport steps. This maintenance

time directly affects facility downtime for repair tasks which are on the

critical downtime path.



System Requirements

For these reasons work has been directed at the development

of a manipulation system which would operate faster and more efficiently

in performing complex tasks within the high payload range. High priority

requirements for a system of this nature include:

• Reliability - this has a direct impact upon the facility

downtime, the equipment must be available and operating

when needed. '

• Withstand environmental conditions - this includes high

radiation levels, potential chemical corrosives and

possible use under water.

• Maximize strength to self weight - being able to lift

its own weight, a goal which manipulator designers

generally strive.

• Large operating space envelope = 18.2 m vertical,

1.8 m horizontal - this reach range is designated to

allow maximum cell space usage.

• Minimum self-space envelope - minimize manipulator

physical size, this is required in order to maximize

ability to work around obstacles and within complex

spatial environments.

• Lift and force - 910-kg vertical lift (for a rigid hoist

system) 180-kg payload at the end of the manipulator,

90 Nm torque at the wrist of the manipulator. This

strength is needed in order to remove, replace, position,

and repair many components within the facility.

• Closed loop control with force feedback (bilateral

control) - this will greatly speed operations and

reduce the operator training required by providing the

operator with sensory feedback.



• Use with integrated remote TV viewing - the mobility

of this system will require operations in areas which

are not in the view of facility windows.

• Remotely maintainable/modu" t. design - since this system

is being developed for use in totally remote facilities,

a requirement arises for the manipulation system to be

maintained and repaired with other remote equipment.

This ability is enhanced through modularization.

• Obstacle avoidance system - to protect against operator

error which has the potential of damaging equipment.

• Failsafe operation - including positive retention of

gripped objects and system integrity under failure/

restart conditions.

• Compatible with facility materials handling systems -

the system will be required to work with other mainte-

nance equipment including overhead cranes and light duty

servomanipulators.

There are other system requirements which are of somewhat

lower priority, but will bring about greatly enhanced system operations.

These requirements include:

• Semiautomated operation - teach and repeat operations

of often repeated tasks (tool change at a given working

location) as well as gross system positioning under

computer guidance can greatly improve operator tasks.

• Changeable end effector - simple change of manipulator

grip and/or tooling is desirable.

• Minimum of four degrees of freedom for manipulator,

two degrees of freedom for the rigid hoist system - the

rigid hoist system should provide a vertical articu-

lation as well as rotation about the vertical axis.



• Mechanical and software redundancies - these are used

for the system to perform self-checking functions.

• Decontamination provisions - materials used and

component arrangement should allow simple decontamina-

tion. This includes provisions for sealing components

to protect against contamination of internal areas.

• Verification of control actions to operator - the

operator should receive indications of system response

in addition to the force feedback and remote visual

systems.

• Computer high-level language - this should be used in

all interface with the computer in order to allow ease

of software modification.

• Protected cable routing - cabling should be routed

such that it will not wear excessively during motions

but shall be protected from damage during operations.

• Electrical receptacle for tools - at the manipulator

end power for tools used by the manipulator should be

provided.

• Avoid adjustments in process cell - these can be

difficult and time consuming in the maintenance of the

manipulation system.

The objectives of a system designed to these requirements is to provide

a tool which can work within the array of other tools used in a totally

remote environment. This system is intended to augment (and not replace)

the capabilities of the high-speed, lightweight servomanipulators which

have been developed for high dexterity with light loads (20 kg). These

manipulators used in conjunction with each other (and with heavy duty

cranes, 5 ton to 50 ton) will provide a remote maintenance, repair, and

emergency operations capability which far surpasses that currently used

in nuclear facilities.



Manipulator Configuration

The manipulator portion of the rigid hoist articulated

grapple (RHAG) shown in Fig. 1 is referred to as a grapple in this

discussion.

Historically, the dexterity of this type of manipulator is

very limited. The operations of this type of manipulator are limited to

pick and place at the rate of operation that has been categorized as

approximately 500 times slower than man.

The minimum requirement for the number of degrees of

freedom is four. The requirement for improved dexterity was found to

conflict with the minimum degrees of freedom requirement. The dexterity

requirement is characterized as a measure of the capability to do work

efficiently within a given operating volume.

Task performance with reduced time and improved operator

controllability is therefore the overriding requirement. Kinematic

configurations must therefore be optimized with the man/machine interface

by striving to ease the complexity of control and giving the operator

the feeling of self-projection into the work environment.

The requirements affecting kinematic arrangements include

horizontal reach of 1.8 m, rotary torque capability at the wrist, minimum

of four degrees of freedom for the grapple (manipulator), two degrees of

freedom for the rigid hoist, maximum plane reach horizontally and

vertically, and minimum envelope size.

The arrangement of joints and link length are the variables

to be optimized in order to achieve the above goals. We must examine the

joint and link possibilities. There are six types of joints that are

mechanically practical in a manipulator system: revolute, prismatic,

screw, cylindric, spherical, and planar pair (see Ref. 1). We further

narrowed our options to revolute (a joint that rotates on itself:

one degree of freedom), prismatic (a slide joint) and cylindric (slides

and rotates). With these three joint configurations selected and a limit



HORIZONTAL OBSTACLE MANEUVERABILITY

VERTICAL OBSTACLE MANEUVERABILITY

FIGURE 1
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of six degrees of freedom, the next consideration becomes joint ordering.

This is optimization of the joint links, joint types and joint axis

orientation.

The rigid hoist (boom) degrees of freedom requirements in

this study were considered differently. The requirement with the same

kinematic details can be described as follows. The rigid hoist in order

to move axially must have a vertical prismatic joint to move up and down

and a revolute joint to provide rotation. These degrees of freedom are

redundant with respect to the manipulator system and were not considered

in the manipulator analysis and optimization.

The horizontal reach requirement of 1.8 m minimum gives

an indication of the length of the arm, and therefore, the total length

of the arm links. Arm length coupled with loads and speed directly

affect the required actuation torques at the joints. The torque require-

ments will rapidly become larger with increasing length due to increased

arm structure and actuator weight, as well as increased load moment arm.

It is therefore important to keep the arm length as short as possible

while keeping consistent with task requirements. The RHAG arm which has

a maximum reach of 1.8 m fixes the torque requirements and also the

maximum dexterity. Orientation capabilities of the end effector when

operating with a reach of 1.8 m will be limited unless the joint ordering

is optimized.

A manipulator mechanism which has six degrees of freedom

instead of four, theoretically positions its end point at all points

within its operating space with any angular orientation. From a practical

standpoint, this is not possible at all points within its reach. This is

because of the finite link lengths and the less than 360° joint

rotations dictated by the producibility of a real arm. However, a six

degree of freedom arm will have this full dexterity at some envelope

which is smaller than its full reach envelope. This full dexterity zone

can be further enlarged by increasing the number of operating joints.
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This adds to the control complexity and we are then faced with the

optimization of degrees of freedom vs man/machine interface.

In the case of a rigid hoist articulated grapple system,

increasing the number of joints for increased dexterity is probably not

necessary. The objective of the RHAG is to provide a heavy materials

handling capacity with a manipulation capability above that of a crane,

and with better control than currently available rate controlled

electromechanical manipulators. Very high dexterity in large operating

spaces is not necessary. It must also be noted that the base point of

the arm can be placed at any unobstructed point by using the mobile

transport systems.

Six manipulator joints are not necessary to task perfor-

mance for a RHAG system, but these six degrees of freedom will allow full

capabilities in most operating zones without requiring careful manipulator

transport positioning.

Using all these design constraints, two kinematic designs

have been arrived at for the manipulator arm portion of the RHAG system.

These are shown in Fig. 1. The major difference between the two concepts

is the elbow joint axis direction. One design is better for horizontally

placed obstacles (pipe runs, etc.,) and the other design is better for

vertically placed obstacles. These arm configurations are being modeled

in computer end point locational analysis programs to further determine

their utility, reach zones, and computer controllability.

The joint arrangement has been designed with the possi-

bility of computer control taken into account. It will be noted that

the shoulder azimuth and shoulder elevation joints have axes which

intersect at a point. This is also true for the two end wrist axes.

It can be shown that these simplifications will greatly reduce the math-

ematical computational efforts required for computer control, and computer

implemented obstacle avoidance.



FIGURE 2
RHAG MANIPULATOR



With a joint ordering arrangement detailed, an overall

layout has been made for the arm which has enhanced vertical obstacle

maneuverability (Fig. 2). The manipulator link lengths were adjusted

through modeling to yield an arm with a closely orientated wrist, and

elbow joint at approximately the center. This should approach a

situation where the wrist is placed at a work location with the shoulder

and elbow joints, and the. end effector is oriented by the wrist, without

too much change in the spatial location.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the manipulator develop-

ment is following an approach where actuators are placed at the joint

locations and provide direct drive of the joints. This will improve the

system closed-loop dynamics by minimizing flexibilities and backlash

inherent in remotely placed motors.

The actuation system for the manipulator has the following

requirements:

• Enough torque to lift the required loads,

• Zero backlash and windup for servo system stability,

• Low rotational inertia for responsiveness,

• Low breakaway torque to minimize incremental motion

(needed for accuracy),

• Minimum weight and space envelope, and

• Reasonable cost

In choosing a motor for a manipulation system, there has classically

been a trade off between high-speed motors with large reduction units

and low-speed, high-torque motors with small reduction units. Of

real concern here is reflected inertia forces loading down the system

response. It is known that the maximum motor power per unit volume can

be obtained with the use of a high-speed motor. However, reducer and

motor armature inertias usually lead to the use of a torque motor. It

has been found that through the use of motors which minimize armature

11



inertia and gear reduction units which have very low input inertia, high

speed systems can be designed with responses close to that of torque

motors and with smaller space envelopes. Our survey of motors revealed

that pancake motors best meet the above requirements.

Motors available with a pancake armature are very compact

and lightweight for the power they possess. Their pancake armature has

self inertia which is low enough to be reflected through gear ratios as

high as 1000:1 without significant problems. These types of motors

therefore meet the system requirements very well.

Structural Support System

The structural support system for the RHAG manipulator

poses a few design challenges. The rigid boom is mounted overhead from

a bridge/trolley system, or it can be attached to a mobile floor-mounted

system. In either case, the system requirements call for an 18-m

articulation in the vertical direction. The structural element which

satisfies this requirement has a few constraints upon it. The most

demanding constraint is seen to be that the support must be rigid during

manipulator operations. A span of this magnitude will generally be very

flexible especially if constrained by a small space envelope (as it is

for a system of this nature).

Special care, therefore, must be taken to maximize the

rigidity and damping characteristics of a support system. This will be

necessary to remove the vibrations which will degrade and slow down the

operations of even the most skilled operator. Active damping schemes

have been considered. However, these are of questionable stability for

a system of this nature. One problem evident with active damping schemes

is the power and responsiveness required of the active compensating

components. They must move heavy payloads (support system, manipulator

arm, and working load) at response frequencies several times system

natural mechanical frequencies. This leads to a prohibitive power

requirement.

12



The best approach to this vibrational problem is to

passively damp and rigidize the support system. Proper choice of

materials becomes important to structural damping. Means of grasping

rigid objects near the work area have a potential for improving perfor-

mance. Also friction loss mechanisms can greatly improve support damping.

Clearances between articulated support elements can also

lead to the same problems as flexibilities, as they will ultimately

cause dynamic errors of the manipulator end point position. These design

considerations must all be taken into account regardless of the type

of support mounting (overhead, floor, wall, vehicle, etc.,).

Control and Signal Communications Architecture

The control system has a few special requirements associated

with it. The system must provide bilateral control (position-position and

force feedback). Any electronic components located within the hot cell

must be able to withstand the environment present with a reasonable

lifetime. Due to the mobility of the manipulator and support system,

power and signals transmission poses a special problem. The use of

computer monitoring of system performance can greatly enhance operations,

and therefore control and status signals should be provided for a computer

system.

A control architecture to meet RHAG system requirements

is shown in Fig. 3. It is a distributed logic system organized in a

master/slave control hierarchy. In order to reduce the number of elec-

tronic components which must be radiation hardened, there has been a

design trend here to physically move as much of the control system

electronics as possible out of the cell environment. In order to allow

full mobility without sliding contacts or cable handling systems, work

at ORNL has been directed at developing a wireless link for the system.

By using a battery pack for power, this provides a self-contained mobile

system with control commands transmitted to it.

13



The central control located outside the cell is configured

with the following:

• Distributed logic servo controller

• Multiplex/demultiplexing systems

• A bi-directional telemetry data link to the controls

located at the manipulator support location

• Supervisory system with CRT display and keyboard entry

• Plant computer system

• Operator manipulator control station

• A disk for program storage and storage of obstacle

geometries

• Failure alert monitors

• TV monitors and camera controls

The central control located inside the cell at the

manipulator support base is configured with the following:

• Bi-directional telemetry data link

• Multiplex/demultiplexing system

• Interface to actuator power amplifiers and sensors

• Battery system for power

These systems are connected by wire link to the manipulator at which

point the sensors, actuators, and TV earners are located.

Operationally, servo commands are transmitted over the

telemetry link into the cell where they are converted into motor drive

signals for the various joints. Position and deflection feedback are

sensed at the manipulator, multiplexed, and then transmitted to central

control outside the cell to provide for the requisite force feedback

signals, servo-loop control, and failure alerts at the manipulator

control stations.
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Control electronics on the manipulator itself have been

kept to a bare minimum. Active elements will be limited to the drive

motors and position resolvers with signal lines limited to motor drive

lines, synchro feedback, deflection sensing, and synchro excitation

voltages. In addition, power lines for utility tools at the manipulator

end, a single line for obstacle proximity sensing, and, of course, a

video cable for the TV camera will be included. The servo control is a

hybrid implementation with primary emphasis on programmable logic. As

much as possible of the servo transfer functions will be implemented by

programmable, adaptive logic.

This approach will result in the degree of flexibility

necessary for control of the various operating modes of the manipulator.

Capabilities which can be implemented include adaptation to load variations

and changes in operating environment, such as in-air/in-water operation.

These require adaptive changes in servo characteristics and would be

very difficult to implement by classical analog means. A further benefit

will be the capability for self-calibration and reca^.-'bration of the

manipulator. This becomes an important factor during the life cycle of

the system as radiation and chemical influences on the structural -̂

members and sensors can alter the response characteristics with time. ..

Both force deflections and synchro position data will be

sampled and transmitted to central control outside the cell to generate

the force-and-position feedback at the operator manipulator control

stations. The incorporation of the central control loop, operator

control station, and the operator himself will then contribute to

"outer" or total servo loop.

A rather comprehensive survey and investigation of the

state-of-the-art in radiation-hardened power amplifiers for providing

mote - drive currents led to the initial selection of an old technology-

magnetic amplifiers. Their radiation tolerance could not even be

approached by any semiconductors implementations. With the proper choice

16



of insulating materials in the reactor windings, they could easily

surpass the life of the drive motors themselves.

The power pack in the cell will consist of rechargeable

batteries with enough storage capacity for prolonged operation of the

manipulator. Preliminary tests have shown great promise for survivability

of batteries in the severe radiation environment. Inverters such as

rugged, radiation-resistant motor-generator sets will be employed to

generate 'tOO Hz ac for the synchronous and magnetic amplifiers. The

batteries will be recharged periodically by plug-in to charging outlets

within the cell. This operation can be accomplished by the manipulator

itself.

The two primary data transmission systems consist of an

inductive loop with an rf frequency on the order of 1 raHz for bi-direc-

tional telemetry transmission and a 25 mHz rf link for video data. The

low frequency of the former should avoid in-cell reflections which would

be disastrous because of the nature of the data being transmitted (command

and feedback).

Man/Machine Interface

In order to provide enhanced operator controls, the

master controller and the operator control station must be carefully

analyzed from human factors standpoint. A joystick/minimaster controller

is currently under development at ORNL. The use of a computer within

the control system has opened many possibilities for different control

modes. These control possibilities can include resolved motion rate

control (joystick), position-position joystick control, replica or mini

master control, exoskeletal control, semiautomated teach and repeat

operations, computer trajectory planning and guidance, and hybrid forms

of these modes. These options will be evaluated for the RHAG.

Currently, a combination or hybrid form is preferred to minimize

computational requirements. (See Fig. A.).

17
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Analysis is continuing to determine how much computer

number crunching capability is available vs needs for real-time operations.

Efforts with a hybrid replica master/endpoint joystick grip indicate

that for modest amounts of computer capabilities very good operator

interface can be had.

The replica master has the advantage of providing simple

slave positioning control by reading the joint angles of the master. It

also has the advantage of presenting a three-dimensional model of

exactly what is happening at the remote location. A hand gripper at the

wrist location allows simple one-handed operation for a system like this

one (with six degrees of freedom or less). Bilateral force feedback is

also greatly simplified by providing actuators on the replica master

joints which feed back to the operator scaled torques and forces that

the slave is experiencing.

V i the computational capacity, other control modes

such as resolved-motion rate control can be used by the operator with a

hybrid controller of this type. Investigations into this type of control

is continuing.

Status

An enhanced manipulation system for high load capability

can vastly improve ease and speeds of operation for maintenance, repair,

and emergency procedures within nuclear facilities. Development efforts

of a high lift manipulation system with sophisticated controls as des-

cribed will be continuing on a detailed component level. The ultimate

goal of any advanced remote manipulation system is to allow the operator

to project himself into the remote environment such that operations are

as simple as if he were actually at the remote location. Efforts have

been directed at attempting to reach this goal with a heavy duty system

capability.
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